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Dear parents of The Children’s House, 

 

It’s hard to believe that we have come to the end of another school year at The

Children’s House Montessori Kindergarten. What a memorable year! The

pandemic has happened during the middle of the school year. We, the Children’s

House staff, parents, and students, have overcome the challenges. The virtual

learning platform has brought us together; we have delivered the full program

to our students with the huge support from parents. For so many parents and

students, watching the teaching videos, and doing some fun activities – it has

become part of your daily routine and probably has been your favourite time too!

 

We are proud of our teachers and especially the parents and students! The strides

they have made this year have been truly remarkable! On behalf of myself and

the entire staff, I would like to thank all parents for your continued support of

the School during these tremendously difficult and challenging times. Thank you

for sending us superb pictures and videos of the children engaging with the

online learning videos and fun activities. It is so inspiring to see mums and dads

spending quality time to work with their children, reading with their children,

having fun with them while doing some experiments, etc.  We are so proud and

happy to see the children progress with their education and gross motor skills.

It has been an honor and a privilege for us to serve your families and help guide

your son/daughter towards what will assuredly be an exciting and rewarding

future full of personal growth and possibilities.  

 

It is always hard to say goodbye to our graduates and their families. The shared

sense of community at The Children’s House runs deep for all of us, and every

family who graces this campus leaves an indelible imprint on the school and on

our staff. Your child/children and family will remain in our hearts and minds

for many years to come. We hope that you remain a part of our special

community by keeping in touch, attending workshops, as well as community

events.

 

For those of you returning the next school year, we are working on various return-

to-school scenarios for September. As soon as we receive details from the

Ministry of Education about reopening, we will let you know and provide full

details of how we will open, including a comprehensive set of health and safety

guidelines. 

 

We are looking forward to having your son/daughter with us in September 2020. 

Have a safe and healthy summer! 

 

Ms. Kim Ferreira

Principal
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